HOW DO I CONVINCE MY
BOSS WE NEED VIDEO?
Inspired or FOMO?
Both actually. And upper management needs to either see the light or feel the fear if they want to
keep pace with today’s social media marketing.
Every single year for the past 6 years, social media marketing experts have rallied around the rise
and power of video content. Marketing gurus have urged all to jump on this train and if you’ve yet
to do so, for the love of click bait and all things holy, jump!
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Consumers respond to humour, beauty
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content can be. The potential ROI is staggering.
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vendor after viewing a video. Invodo reports
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increases when viewers enjoy the ads and can
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Experienced marketers know that marketing is
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a long-term process. Video content is critically
important but can admittedly take time to
Finally, after all of these steps are completed,
work. It starts with gaining attention, then
you reach the point at which your prospects
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who follow your social channels are primed and
ready to take action (share your content, visit
your website, buy something).

YOUR PIECE OF THE PIE

It doesn’t have to be an expensive, slick, 10
minute videos that takes a chunk out of budget.
The boss needs to know that 30 second instream mobile video ads have an 88.3%
completion rate. (Rhythm OneInsights) And
according to Jun Group, videos that are 15
seconds or shorter are shared 37% more often
than those that last between 30 second and 1
minute.
Furthermore, 96% (!) of B2B organizations
use video in some capacity in their marketing
campaigns of which 73% report positive results
to their ROI. (ReelSEO)
In 2017, if companies continue to ignore the
benefit and massive ROI potential of video
content marketing, FOMO will turn into paranoia
and a self-fulfilling prophesy.
Better to jump into the massively successful
waters of proven success and carve out your fair
share of the pie.
Digital Reno is the story telling agency that
understands this medium from every angle. For
more information or to explore our portfolio of
work, visit digitalreno.ca or reach out to our
Senior Account Manager Laura Leduc.
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